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Humans have a striking ability to infer meaning from even the sparsest and most abstract forms of narratives. At
the same time, ﬂexibility in the form of a narrative is matched by inherent ambiguity in its interpretation. How
does the brain represent subtle, idiosyncratic differences in the interpretation of abstract and ambiguous narratives? In this fMRI study, subjects were scanned either watching a novel 7-min animation depicting a complex
narrative through the movement of geometric shapes, or listening to a narration of the animation's social story.
Using an intersubject representational similarity analysis that compared interpretation similarity and neural
similarity across subjects, we found that the more similar two people's interpretations of the abstract shapes
animation were, the more similar were their neural responses in regions of the default mode network (DMN) and
fronto-parietal network. Moreover, these shared responses were modality invariant: the shapes movie and the
verbal interpretation of the movie elicited shared responses in linguistic areas and a subset of the DMN when
subjects shared interpretations. Together, these results suggest a network of high-level regions that are not only
sensitive to subtle individual differences in narrative interpretation during naturalistic conditions, but also
resilient to large differences in the modality of the narrative.

1. Introduction
Human communication is remarkably ﬂexible, allowing the same
narrative to be communicated in forms as varied as words, images, and
even the motion of simple shapes (Heider and Simmel, 1944). At the
same time, however, in daily life, narratives are often ambiguous,
necessitating ongoing interpretation. How are interpretations and
meanings of complex, ambiguous narratives—across different communicative forms—represented in the brain?
Previous work has shown that narratives elicit correlated neural responses across subjects in regions of the Default Mode Network (DMN),
including temporal parietal junction (TPJ), angular gyrus, temporal
poles, posterior medial cortex (PMC), and medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) (Hasson et al., 2008, 2010; Jaaskelainen et al., 2008; Wilson
et al., 2008; Lerner et al., 2011; Ben-Yakov et al., 2012; Simony et al.,
2016; Pollick et al., 2018). This shared response is driven by the content
and interpretation of the narrative, rather than its form. For example, the
same narrative presented in different modalities (Regev et al., 2013;
Baldassano et al., 2017; Zadbood et al., 2017) or languages (Honey et al.,

2012) elicits similar time-courses of neural activity throughout the DMN
despite major differences in low-level physical properties. Moreover,
when the interpretation of a narrative is manipulated using contextualizing information, these shared neural responses are greater among
subjects who shared interpretations than between subjects with contradictory interpretations in DMN (Yeshurun et al., 2017b).
In past work, interpretation of the narrative was uniform within
groups and was unambiguously imposed on the narrative; however, in
daily life, narratives can be ambiguous and interpreted in many different
ways. To what extent will the spontaneous and unguided interpretation
of a complex, ambiguous, and abstract narrative covary with the degree
of shared neural responses across subjects? Based on previous work, we
predicted that the more similar the interpretation of an ambiguous movie
across individuals, the more similar their neural responses in the DMN
will be. In addition, we predicted that because the DMN has been shown
to represent narrative content independent of modality, we should
observe a similar relationship across forms as long as participant interpretation is similar.
To test these predictions, we scanned subjects in fMRI watching a
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dialogue, the animation included an original piano score that communicated mood and was congruent with events in the narrative (“Movie,”
Fig. 1, top row; SI Movie 1 for full movie).
A second group of subjects was also scanned in fMRI while listening to
a 7-min verbal description of the animation's story, narrating the
movement of the shapes as social characters (“Audio story,” Fig. 1, bottom row; SI Section 2 for full audio text). The Audio story was based on
the director's interpretation of the animation, and this condition had no
visual component. In the Audio story, a small child lives in a simple house
with a parent. On the ﬁrst night, the child has a dream that he is ﬂying in
the sky with a ﬂock of birds. On the second night, the child returns to the
dream but the birds change into a monster that tries to chase the child.
On the third night, the child is joined by a new friend in the dream, and
together they defeat the monster. The next day, the two friends meet in
real life at the playground.
Although the Audio story was a concrete narration of the same actions
and events as the original Movie animation, there were slight differences
in the timing of different events across the visual and auditory conditions.
Thus, in order to time-lock the two stimuli, the Movie animation was
segmented into 76 short events or actions (e.g. child bounces balls,
parent kisses child goodnight, child and friend make a plan). The raw
Audio story was edited to match the onset of each event in the animation,
following Regev et al. (2013) and Honey et al. (2012) (Fig. 1). To remove
transient, non-selective responses that occur at the onset of a stimulus, all
scans were preceded by the same, unrelated 37-s movie clip. This clip was
cropped from all analyses.
Immediately following stimulus presentation, while still in the scanner, subjects were asked to freely recall the stimulus using their own
words and in as much detail as possible. Recalls were collected during a
second functional run using a customized MR-compatible recording
system with online sound cancelling. Data from this functional run were
not included in analyses here.

novel abstract, ambiguous 7-min animated movie that depicts a narrative
through the movement of simple geometric shapes. This movie follows
the classic work of Heider & Simmel (Heider and Simmel, 1944), but uses
a longer, more complex social plot involving multiple characters and
abstract scenes that are open to multiple interpretations. While animated
shape movies have been extensively used to investigate theory of mind
(Heider and Simmel, 1944; Oatley and Yuill, 1985; Berry et al., 1992;
Scholl and Tremoulet, 2000), the movie in the present work is unique in
its length, number of characters, social relationships, and high-level
narrative arc (SI Movie 1). In addition, we scanned a second group of
subjects listening to verbal description of the movie's narrative. Immediately following stimulus presentation, all subjects were asked to freely
describe the stimulus. Based on textual analysis of these free recalls, we
then compared recall similarity with neural similarity using both intersubject correlation analysis (ISC) and intersubject representational similarity analysis (RSA). These analyses suggest that regions pf the DMN
enable the interpretation of narrative under complex, naturalistic conditions, and is at once sensitive to subtle, individual differences in
narrative interpretation and resilient to vast differences in the form of
narrative communication.
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2018.09.010.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Fifty-seven adult subjects with normal hearing and normal or
corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experiment. One subject
was excluded for falling asleep and two for excessive motion during
scanning (>3 mm), resulting in 36 subjects (ages 18–35, mean 22.5
years; 19 female) in the Movie group and 18 subjects (ages 18–32, mean
22.2 years; 14 female) in the Audio group. The sample size for the Audio
group was based on reliability analyses of sample size required to measure reliable ISC (Pajula and Tohka, 2016). A larger sample size for the
Movie group was selected based on previous work using ISC to detect
differences among conditions (Cooper et al., 2011; Lahnakoski et al.,
2014; Schm€
alzle et al., 2015; Yeshurun et al., 2017b, 2017a). All
experimental procedures were approved by the Princeton University
Internal Review Board, and all subjects provided informed, written
consent.

2.3. Stimulus presentation
Stimuli were presented using MATLAB (MathWorks) and Psychtoolbox (Kleiner et al., 2007). Video was presented by LCD projector on a
rear-projection screen mounted in the back of the scanner bore and was
viewed through a mirror mounted to the head coil. Audio was played
through MRI-compatible insert earphones (Sensorimetrics, Model S14).
2.4. MRI acquisition

2.2. Stimuli and experimental design
Subjects were scanned in a 3T Magnetom scanner (Prisma, Siemens)
located at the Princeton Neuroscience Institute Scully Center for Neuroimaging using a 64-channel head-neck coil (Siemens). In the Audio and
Movie scans, volumes were acquired using a T2*-weighted multiband EPI
pulse sequence (TR 1500 ms; TE 39 ms; voxel size 2  2x2mm; ﬂip angle

Subjects were split into two separate groups. The “Movie” group was
scanned using fMRI while watching a 7-min animated ﬁlm. The movie
depicted a short story using moving geometric shapes in the style of
Heider & Simmel (Heider and Simmel, 1944). While there was no spoken

Fig. 1. Experimental Design. While being scanned in fMRI, subjects watched a short animation made of moving shapes (Movie) or listened to an audio version of the
movie narrative (Audio). The Movie and Audio were time-locked such that each event began at the same time.
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55 ; FOV 192  192 mm2, multiband acceleration factor 4, no prescan
normalization) with whole-brain coverage. Following functional scans, a
ﬁeldmap (mean and phase) was collected (dwell time 0.93 ms; TE diff
2.46 ms). Finally, a high-resolution anatomical image was collected using
a T1-weighted MPRAGE pulse sequence (voxel size 1  1x1 mm).

Touchstone Applied Science Associates (TASA) college reading-level
corpus with 300 factors, as implemented on lsa.colorado.edu. Finally,
to order subjects by similarity to each other for visualization purposes,
we then conducted agglomerative hierarchical clustering with
complete-linkage on the LSA similarity matrices.

2.5. Behavioral data analysis

2.6. MRI data analysis

An independent coder blind to the aim of the study segmented the
narrative into 22 separate events and then coded each subject's recall for
a description of each event. A subject was rated as having recalled an
event if they described any part of the event.
Free recalls were then lightly edited to remove non-stimulus related
utterances (e.g. “I don't remember,” “I'm done,” etc.). The edited recalls
were then assessed for similarity to each other within and across stimulus
groups using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), a statistical method for
representing the similarity of texts in semantic space (Fig. 2A, left). In
brief, LSA derives a semantic space via singular vector decomposition
(SVD) on the word frequency matrix of a large corpus of text. Semantic
similarity is deﬁned as the cosine distance between (words, phrases,
paragraphs or longer) in this space. Semantic similarity measured by LSA
has been shown to have human-like performance (Landauer et al., 1998).
Here, we used LSA to measure similarity of subject recalls within and
across the two stimuli. The semantic space was derived from the

2.6.1. Preprocessing
MRI data were preprocessed using FSL 5.0 (FMRIB, Oxford) including
3D motion correction, ﬁeldmap correction, linear trend removal, highpass ﬁltering (140 Hz), and spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel
(FWHM 4 mm). Motion correction was performed using FSL's MCFLIRT
with 6 degrees of freedom, and estimates of both relative, frame-wise
movement and absolute movement were extracted. Subjects with
excessive head motion (>3 mm absolute movement) were removed from
the sample. All data was aligned to standard 2-mm MNI space. Following
preprocessing, the ﬁrst 60 TRs were cropped to remove the introductory
videos and transitory changes at the start of the stimulus. Voxels with low
mean signal (2 std below average) were also removed. These voxels
typically were located on edges of the brain or areas with typical signal
loss, including fronto-orbital regions and anterior medial temporal regions. On average across subjects, 19% (std ¼ 2.6%) of voxels were
removed. Data was z-scored over time. All analyses were conducted in

Fig. 2. Analysis procedure. (A) ISC analysis. Interpretation similarity between every pair of subjects was measured using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Subjects
were divided into equal sized groups based on average similarity to each other. Intersubject correlation (ISC) was then compared between subjects who had similar
recalls and subjects who did not. (B) RSA. An intersubject representational similarity analysis (RSA) was conducted to identify regions of the brain where greater
similarity in narrative interpretation was correlated with greater neural similarity. Neural similarity was measured by correlating each subject's response timecourse
with every other subject's timecourse in every voxel. The resulting neural similarity matrix was correlated with the recall similarity matrix in all voxels. (C) Default
mode network ROIs. ISC ¼ intersubject correlation, LSA ¼ latent semantic analysis, RSA ¼ representational similarity analysis, ang ¼ angular gyrus, DMFPC ¼ dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, PMC ¼ posterior medial cortex, MPFC ¼ medial prefrontal cortex.
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across voxels in each bootstrap. The family-wise error rate of the
measured maps was controlled at q ¼ .05 by selecting a correlation
threshold (R*) such that only 5% of the null distribution of maximum
correlation values exceeded R*. In other words, only voxels with mean
correlation value (R) above the threshold derived from the
boot-strapping procedure (R*) were considered signiﬁcant after correction for multiple-comparisons.

volume space using custom Matlab scripts and then visualized using
FSLview.
2.6.2. Audio correlations between stimuli
Because the Movie and Audio were aligned in time such that the start
of each event occurs at the same time across, the audio envelopes (audio
amplitudes) may be correlated. Following Honey et al. (2012), for
between-condition analyses, we thus projected out the audio envelope
from each subject's neural response. The audio envelope for each stimulus was calculated using a Hilbert transform and then down-sampled to
the 1.5-s TR using an anti-aliasing, low-pass ﬁnite impulse response ﬁlter.
The resulting envelopes were then convolved with a hemodynamic
response function (Glover, 1999). The envelopes were entered into a
linear regression model for each voxel in each subject in the corresponding condition. For between-condition analyses, the BOLD response
timecourse was then replaced with residuals of the regression.

2.6.4. Intersubject representational similarity analysis (RSA)
To further test these ﬁndings using a more ﬁne-grained analysis, we
then identiﬁed regions of the brain where greater recall similarity between pairs of subjects predicts greater neural similarity by conducting a
voxel-wise intersubject representation similarity analysis (RSA) (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006, 2008) between LSA recall similarity and intersubject neural correlations. Intersubject RSA follows the same logic of the
classic RSA as described by Kriegeskorte et al. (2008): in RSA, a similarity
matrix is built by comparing the similarity of every pair of experimental
conditions (e.g. different categories of images). This similarity matrix is
then compared with a neural similarity matrix, built by comparing the
similarity of patterns of neural activations between each pair of experimental conditions. Larger correlations between the two matrices in a
given brain suggest that the brain region represents the information in
the experimental condition matrix.
In the present work, rather than building similarity matrices that
compare different experimental conditions, we build similarity matrices
that compare the extent of similarity in the interpretation of the movie
across different subjects. We ﬁrst constructed a recall similarity matrix
using LSA cosine similarity (see Section 2.5), which represents how
similarly each pair of subjects interpreted the stimulus. For each gray
matter voxel in the brain, we then constructed a neural similarity matrix
by correlating each subject's response timecourse with every other subject's response timecourse in the same voxel. We then calculated Spearman's r between the matrix of neural similarity and the matrix of recall
similarity (Fig. 2B). This analysis therefore identiﬁes regions where
subjects who have more similar interpretation also have more similar
neural responses, suggesting that these areas represent idiosyncratic
representations of the stimulus. RSA was conducted both within the
Movie group and between the Movie group and Audio group. For the
within-group Movie RSA (n ¼ 36 Movie subjects), the neural and recalls
similarity matrices are symmetrical, so only the lower triangles are
correlated. For the between-group Movie-Audio RSAs (n ¼ 36 Movie
subjects, n ¼ 18 Audio subjects), the entire matrix is correlated.
Following Kriegeskorte et al. (2008), statistical signiﬁcance for RSA
was assessed using a permutation test. For each voxel, the rows and
columns of the neural similarity matrix were randomly shufﬂed, and the
resulting shufﬂed matrix was correlated with the LSA similarity matrix as
described above. This shufﬂing procedure was repeated 1000 times,
resulting in a null distribution of 1000 values for the null hypothesis that
there is no relationship between recall similarity and neural similarity.
Following (Chen et al., 2016; Baldassano et al., 2017), the mean and
standard deviation of the null distributions were used to ﬁt a normal
distribution and calculate p-values. We corrected for multiple comparisons by controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995) of the RSA map using q criterion ¼ 0.05.

2.6.3. Intersubject correlation (ISC) across modalities
To test the hypothesis that subjects who share interpretations of the
stimuli show greater neural similarity, we compared the intersubject
correlation (ISC) between groups of subjects who differed in how similarly they interpreted the stimulus. ISC was used to measure neural
similarity among subjects as it has been extensively demonstrated to
capture shared neural responses to naturalistic stimuli across subjects
(Hasson et al., 2008; Lerner et al., 2011; Ben-Yakov et al., 2012; Simony
et al., 2016).
For the analysis of neural similarity within the Movie group, we split
the Movie subjects into two groups based on how similar their interpretations of the Movie were to each other, as measured by the mean
LSA similarity of each Movie subject to every other Movie subject. The
resulting “high interpretation similarity” group consisted of the 18 Movie
subjects with the most similar recalls to each other, while the “low
interpretation similarity group” consisted of the 18 Movie subjects with
the least similar recalls. We then separately calculated ISC for each subgroup by correlating each movie subject's response time course to the
average of others in the same subgroup (N subjects in subgroup - 1) in the
same voxel. The mean of the resulting N correlations is taken as ISC
(Hasson et al., 2004; Lerner et al., 2011; Honey et al., 2012; Regev et al.,
2013). Finally, to identify areas that showed greater neural similarity
among subjects who agreed on the interpretation compared to subjects
with different interpretations, we directly compared ISC between the two
sub-groups using a t-test (two-tailed, alpha ¼ .05) in every voxel that had
signiﬁcant ISC, as calculated over all subjects (N ¼ 36).
We then repeated the same analyses to compare similarity of neural
responses across Movie and Audio subjects. For this cross-modal analysis,
the Movie subjects were again divided into two groups, this time based
on their average similarity to the Audio group. This resulted in a “high
interpretation similarity to the Audio story” group and a “low interpretation similarity to the Audio story” group. Thus the more “high similarity” group contained Movie subjects who shared similar interpretation
of the narrative with the Audio group, while the “low similarity” group
contained Movie subjects who did not.
Statistical signiﬁcance of ISC was assessed using a permutation test.
Each voxel's time course was phase-scrambled by taking the Fast Fourier
Transform of the signal, randomizing the phase of each Fourier component, and then inverting the Fourier transformation. This randomization
procedure thus only scrambles the phase of the signal, leaving its power
spectrum intact. Using the phase-scrambled surrogate dataset, the ISC
was again calculated for all voxels as described above, creating a null
distribution of average correlation values for each voxel. This bootstrapping procedure was repeated 1000 times, producing 1000 bootstrapped correlation maps (Regev et al., 2013; Honey et al., 2012).
To correct for multiple comparisons, following Regev et al. (2013),
the largest ISC value across the brain for each bootstrap was selected,
resulting in a null distribution of the maximum noise correlation and
representing the chance level of calculating high correlation values

2.6.5. ROI analysis
Because our hypotheses were focused on the DMN, we also conducted
the ISC and RSA analyses on independently-deﬁned DMN ROIs (Fig. 2C).
These ROIs were deﬁned using functional connectivity on previously
published, independent data (Chen et al., 2016) where subjects were
scanned in fMRI watching a movie. A seed ROI for posterior medial
cortex was taken from a resting state-state connectivity atlas (posterior
medial cluster functional ROI in “dorsal DMN” set) (Shirer et al., 2012).
Following Chen et al. (2016), the DMN ROIs were then deﬁned by
correlating the average response in the PMC ROI to every other voxel in
the brain during the movie for each of 17 subjects, averaging the
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resulting connectivity map, and thresholding at R ¼ 0.5 (Fig. 1C).
Although the DMN is typically deﬁned using resting-state data, recent
work has shown that the same network is activated during temporally
extended stimuli (Simony et al., 2016).

their interpretation on his or her own (for examples, Fig. 3B). This
enabled us to separate subjects based on differing levels of similarity
when interpreting the exact same stimulus.
Based on the average recall similarity to each other, the Movie subjects were split into two equal sized groups (N ¼ 18 each group): a “high
similarity”
group
(mean
similarity ¼ 0.745,
std ¼ 0.071,
range ¼ 0.58–0.89) and a “low similarity” group (mean similarity ¼ 0.528, std ¼ 0.123, range ¼ 0.26-0.81). There were no demographic
differences between the two groups (age: t(34) ¼ 0.11, p > .05; gender:
χ 2(1) ¼ 1.87, p > .05; race: p > .05 all races, max χ 2 ¼ 0.36).
Between stimuli, the average LSA similarity between the Movie group
and the Audio group was 0.545 (std ¼ 0.125, range ¼ 0.26–0.8). Based
on average similarity to the Audio group, the subjects in the Movie group
were split into a “high interpretation similarity to Audio” group (mean
similarity ¼ 0.604, std ¼ 0.059, range ¼ 0.48–0.8) and a “low interpretation similarity to Audio” group (mean similarity ¼ 0.395, std ¼ 0.082,
range ¼ 0.26–0.64). There were no demographic differences between the
two groups (age: t(34) ¼ 0.25, p > .05; gender: χ 2(1) ¼ 0, p ¼ 1; race:
p > .05 all races, max χ 2 ¼ 0.36).
There was some overlap in participants among the groups: 13 of the
Movie subjects were in both the “Movie high similarity” group and the
“high similarity to Audio” group, while another 13 subjects were in both
the “Movie low similarity” group and the “low similarity to Audio.” The
remaining 10 Movie subjects did not overlap.

2.6.6. Control analyses accounting for head motion
To verify that these ﬁndings were not due to correlated subject motion, we extracted a timecourse of each subject's estimated framewise
displacement and then correlated each pair of subject's motion time
course. We correlated each pair of subject's motion correlations with
similarity of interpretation, as well as used t-tests to compare the level of
correlated motion between high- and low-similarity groups. Finally, we
regressed out each subject's motion parameters (3 translation, 3 rotation)
from their neural response. The residuals from this regression were then
used to repeat the above neural analyses.
3. Results
We compared the behavioral and neural responses within and between two different groups to identify areas of the brain that represent
shared understanding of ambiguous narratives over time. The “Movie”
group was scanned in fMRI while they watched a novel 7-min ambiguous
animation that told a complex social narrative using only the movement
of simple geometric shapes. The “Audio” group was scanned while
listening to a verbal description of the social interactions in the animation as interpreted by the animator (e.g. the father tucks his son into bed).

3.2. Neural results
3.2.1. ISC: greater shared response among subjects with shared
interpretations
To test that groups of subjects with more similar interpretations of the
stimuli showed greater neural similarity than subjects that had differing
interpretations, we measured neural similarity among subjects with
similar/dissimilar recalls using ISC, and then tested for differences in ISC
between the two groups using t-tests.

3.1. Behavioral results
3.1.1. Variance in shared interpretation across subjects
Subject recalls of the Movie and Audio varied substantially in length
and content. In the Movie group, the average spoken recall was 177.6 s
(std ¼ 86.6 s) and described on average 14.4 events (std ¼ 4.8), as rated
by an independent coder. In the Audio group, the average recall was
221.3 s (std ¼ 68.8 s) and described an average 18.5 events (std ¼ 3.1).
While recall length did not differ between groups (t(52) ¼ 1.82,
p ¼ .073), Audio subjects recalled more events than Movie subjects (t(52,
3.19, p ¼ .0024).
The LSA (Landauer et al., 1998) results were as expected: we found
that there was signiﬁcantly more variance in recall similarity among the
Movie subjects than the Audio subjects (t(781) ¼ 22.7, p < .001; mean
LSA in Movie group ¼ 0.619, std ¼ 0.125; mean in Audio group ¼ 0.852,
std ¼ 0.045; Fig. 3A). For example, Movie subjects differed in their
interpretation of a small circle as an inanimate object (e.g. a ball pushed
around by the triangle child) or an animate character (e.g. a dog or pet or
other animate being). This spread in behavioral outcomes was ecologically derived, meaning it was not prompted. Each subject freely came to

3.2.1.1. ISC within Movie subjects. The 18 Movie subjects with the most
similar recalls to each other showed signiﬁcantly correlated neural responses throughout early visual areas, including much of occipital cortex,
and auditory areas including A1þ, superior temporal gyrus (STG), and
middle temporal gyrus (MTG). Signiﬁcant ISC was also observed in highlevel regions including bilateral angular gyrus, bilateral supramarginal
gyrus (SMG), bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), PMC, and anterior
paracingulate cortex (PCC) (p < .05, FWER corrected; Fig. S1, top row).
The 18 “low recall similarity” Movie subjects also showed signiﬁcant ISC
in sensory regions, extending into linguistic areas of the superior temporal lobe (Fig. S1, bottom row). However, a t-test contrasting ISC maps
between the two groups revealed signiﬁcantly greater ISC among the

Fig. 3. Behavioral results. (A) Recall similarity between each pair of subjects in each group was assessed using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). While Movie subjects
were varied substantially in their interpretation of the animation, there were far less differences in recall similarity among the Audio subjects (t ¼ 22.7, p < .001). (B)
Example Shapes Movie recall excepts. (C) Example Audio recall excerpt.
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“similar” Movie subjects throughout V1þ, PMC, right angular gyrus, left
SMG, and bilateral superior frontal gryus (SFG) (Fig. 4A, left). Moreover,
the subjects with more similar recalls had signiﬁcantly greater ISC in all
DMN ROIs except mPFC (p < .05; Fig 4A, top right) relative to the dissimilar group.

voxel in the brain. (Fig. 2B, see Section 2.6.5 above for details).
3.2.2.1. RSA in Movie group. We ﬁrst compared the neural and recall
similarity among all subjects in the Movie group (n ¼ 36). We found that
the level of recall similarity was correlated with the level of neural
similarity in PMC, right angular gyrus, right SMG, bilateral anterior STG,
bilateral DMPFC, and bilateral DLPFC (q < 0.05, FDR corrected; Fig. 5).
The same correlations were also measured in six independently deﬁned
ROIs of the DMN (Fig. 6A).

3.2.1.2. ISC between Movie and Audio subjects. The Audio subjects and
the 18 Movie subjects with the most similar recalls to the Audio subjects
showed signiﬁcantly correlated neural responses in linguistic areas,
including posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and inferior temporal gyrus (ITG). In contrast, the Audio subjects and the 18 Movie
subjects with recalls that were the least similar to the Audio subjects only
showed signiﬁcant neural similarity in a small cluster of voxels in right
angular gyrus (p < .05, FWER corrected; Fig. S1B, bottom row). A t-test
revealed signiﬁcant differences between these two ISC maps in bilateral
angular gyrus, PMC, and left MTG (Fig. 4B, left). In ROI analyses, the 18
subjects with more similar recalls, across modalities, had greater ISC in
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and PMC (p < .05; Fig. 4B,
upper right).

3.2.2.2. RSA across Movie and Audio groups. We additionally searched
for a relationship between interpretation and neural similarity between
all subjects in the Movie group and all subjects in the Audio group. In ROI
analyses, we found that interpretation similarity across modalities was
signiﬁcantly correlated with neural similarity across modalities in right
DLPFC, PMC, and right angular gyrus (p < .05) with a trending correlation in left DLPC (p ¼ .068) (Fig. 6B). However, in whole-brain analyses,
no voxels passed signiﬁcance testing in the Movie- Audio comparison,
although using a lower threshold revealed largely the same voxels as in
the Movie, within-group RSA.

3.2.2. RSA: interpretation similarity is correlated with neural similarity
To test the hypothesis that greater similarity in the interpretation of a
narrative will be reﬂected in greater neural similarity across subjects, we
conducted an intersubject RSA over the entire brain, which directly
compares neural similarity with recall similarity in every gray matter

3.2.3. Shared responses cannot be explained by correlated motion
The mean frame-wise displacement during the Movie was 0.083 mm
(std ¼ 0.03) and for the Audio was 0.072 mm (std ¼ 0.31), suggesting

Fig. 4. ISC difference. (A) Movie subjects with more similar recalls showed signiﬁcantly greater ISC throughout V1þ, PMC, right angular gyrus, left supramarginal
gyrus, and bilateral superior frontal gyrus compared to subjects who did not have similar recalls. In addition, the subjects with similar recalls had signiﬁcantly greater
ISC in all DMN ROIs except MPFC. (B) Across modalities, Movie and Audio subjects with more similar recalls showed signiﬁcantly greater ISC in bilateral angular
gyrus, PMC, and left middle temporal gyrus. In ROI analyses, subjects, across modalities, with similar recalls had greater ISC in right DMPFC and PMC.
DLPFC ¼ dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; MPFC ¼ medial prefrontal cortex; ang ¼ angular gyrus, PMC ¼ posterior medial cortex. * p < .05, ** p < .01, ***p < .001.
Error bars are SEM.
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physical and social worlds. Further, humans must be able to interpret
complex and dynamic narratives across different communicative forms,
including written or spoken word, sign language, and even abstract
moving physical forms, as in the present work.
We found that the more similarly two people interpreted the social
events depicted in an ambiguous animation, the more similar their neural
responses were in a subset of DMN regions, including PMC, right angular
gyrus, bilateral STG, and DMPFC. In addition, we observed this relationship in regions outside the DMN, including more anterior right SMG
and bilateral DLPFC. Despite vast differences in the physical properties of
moving geometric shapes and spoken words, this relationship persisted
across modalities: we found that subjects who watched the shapes animation and subjects who listened to the audio story had signiﬁcantly
correlated neural responses only when they shared interpretations of the
narrative. Moreover, the more similarly someone who watched the abstract shapes animation interpreted the narrative to someone who
listened to the audio version of the story, the more similar their neural
responses in the ROI analysis of PMC, right DLPFC, and right angular
gyrus.
This work is the ﬁrst to identify high-level regions of the brain that
can discriminate between idiosyncratic, spontaneous differences in the
interpretation of an ambiguous narrative. These results are consistent
with previous studies that directly manipulated interpretation by
directing attention to different aspects of a spoken narrative (Cooper
et al., 2011), changing perspective (Lahnakoski et al., 2014), or biasing
with contextual information (Yeshurun et al., 2017b). Unlike these previous results, however, in the present work, we do not manipulate the
interpretation of the animation into discrete experimental groups.
Rather, we let subjects freely attribute intentions to the motion of simple
geometric shapes, which spontaneously led to the creation of complex
social narratives in subjects’ minds as expressed in their post-viewing
descriptions of the animation. We then show that the subtle individual
differences in rich narrative interpretation are reﬂected in individual
differences in the neural responses of high-level regions.
The present work also directly demonstrates the modality invariance
of these regions: The shared neural representations of a moving shapes
animation and a verbal description of the same narrative in left pSTS, left
ITG, PMC, and bilateral angular gyrus. This ﬁnding extends previous
work showing that these regions respond similarly to slightly different
pairs of stimuli, for example, individually presented words versus images
of the same item (e.g. Chee et al., 2000; Marinkovic et al., 2003; Bruffaerts et al., 2013); spoken versus written sentences, paragraphs or narratives (Spitsyna et al., 2006; Jobard et al., 2007; Lindenberg and Scheef,
2007; Regev et al., 2013), and audio-visual versus spoken narratives
(Baldassano et al., 2017; Zadbood et al., 2017). However, the present
work is the ﬁrst to show that despite vast differences in stimulus properties, sparse and abstract stimuli (like triangles and squares) can elicit
similar neural responses to explicit verbal storytelling as long as both
stimuli induce similar interpretations of the stimuli. This line of work
underscores the ﬂexibility of the default mode network, and/or how
potent the interpretation of narrative is in the human brain.

Fig. 5. Whole-brain RSA in Movie group. Among subjects who watched the
shapes animation, neural similarity and recall similarity were signiﬁcantly
correlated with each other in posterior medial cortex (PMC), bilateral middle
frontal gyrus (MFG), right angular gyrus, right superior temporal sulcus (STS),
and left inferior parietal lobule (IPL) (q < 0.05, FDR corrected).

Fig. 6. RSA within ROIs. (A) Among Movie subjects, greater recall similarity
was signiﬁcantly correlated with neural similarity in all DMN ROIs. (B) Across
Movie and Audio subjects, this relationship was observed only in the PMC and
DLPFC ROIs. DLPFC ¼ dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, mPFC ¼ medial prefrontal
cortex, ang ¼ angular gyrus, PMC ¼ posterior medial cortex, *p < .05,
**p < .01, ***p < .001. Error bars are SEM.

excellent participant compliance. Motion was not signiﬁcantly correlated
between most subjects (Movie: mean r ¼ 0.071, std ¼ 0.08; Movie-Audio:
mean r ¼ 0.063, std ¼ 0.086), though a subset of subjects did show
correlated motion (Movie: 84 of 630 pairwise comparisons; Movie-Audio:
74 or 648 pairwise comparisons; all ps < .05, uncorrected for multiple
comparisons). However, correlated motion did not vary systematically
among subjects as a function of recall similarity: the correlation between
motion correlations and recall similarity in the Movie group was 0.049
(p > .05) and in the Movie-Audio group was 0.009 (p > .05). There was
also no difference in the level of correlated motion between the “similar”
and “dissimilar” groups used in the ISC analyses (Movie: t(304) ¼ 0.69,
p > .05; Movie-to-Audio: t(646) ¼ 0.08, p > .05). In addition, we
regressed out motion estimates for each subject from their neural
response, and repeated the above whole-brain analyses on the residuals of
this regression, identifying the same regions as above (Fig. S3).

4.1. Processing in the default mode network
Many of the regions in which we identify a relationship between
interpretation similarity and neural similarity overlap substantially with
the DMN (Raichle et al., 2001; Buckner et al., 2008). While the DMN was
originally conceptualized as task-negative network showing decreased
activity during externally-directed tasks (Raichle et al., 2001; Fox and
Raichle, 2007; Buckner et al., 2008), later work observed robust DMN
activity to a variety of tasks, including episodic memory (Svoboda et al.,
2006; Spreng et al., 2009; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014), working memory
(Vatansever et al., 2015, 2017b), forecasting (Spreng et al., 2009), semantic processing (Krieger-Redwood et al., 2016; Vatansever et al.,
2017a), and emotional processing (Barrett and Satpute, 2013). Notably,
the DMN largely overlaps with the mentalizing network (Schilbach et al.,

4. Discussion
Narratives form an important part of daily life, and interpreting unclear or ambiguous narratives is essential to surviving in both the
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signiﬁcant correlations between neural and recall similarity in a subset of
fronto-parietal control network regions, raising the possibility that
cognitive control or attentional processes may contribute to our ﬁndings.
To better address this possible confound, subsequent studies could take
additional in-scanner physiological measures as well as utilize post-scan
questionnaires to measure engagement or emotional arousal.
Finally, it is possible that differences among the high- and low-recall
similarity groups may better reﬂect differences in memory and performance on the recall task, rather than differences in interpretation. Such
effects of memory are difﬁcult to control for in this particular experiment,
as the ambiguity of the stimulus makes assessing absolute recall performance (rather than recall similarity to others) difﬁcult. All the analyses in
this study were performed during the encoding phase, and as such are
related to online processing and encoding of the narratives (for further
discussion of the tight relationship between memory and online processing see Hasson et al., 2015).

2008; Mars et al., 2012), regions of the brain that show increased activity
while thinking about other minds. In measuring mentalizing in the brain,
one common task contrasts shape animations that have animate motion
(e.g. chasing, kicking) and non-animate motion (e.g. random motion).
Greater activation was found during animate than inanimate movies in
regions of DMN (Castelli et al., 2002; Vanderwal et al., 2008; Schurz
et al., 2014). In contrast to these studies, we use a novel shapes animation
that is unique for its length (7 min vs the typical 10–30 s) and complex
narrative arc, as well as the large number of interacting characters with
different relationships (parent and child, friends, antagonists). We
therefore show that these areas not only respond preferentially to
animate ﬁlms, but can discriminate between subtle differences in interpretations of dynamically occurring social interactions.
The DMN is also implicated in the processing of complex narratives.
Across many studies, researchers have observed robust correlations
among subjects in the DMN in response to the high-level features of
narratives. These shared responses across subjects only occur in the DMN
with temporally coherent narratives (Hasson et al., 2008; Lerner et al.,
2011; Simony et al., 2016), are insensitive to low-level stimulus features
such as modality or language (Regev et al., 2013; Honey et al., 2012;
Zadbood et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2016), and are locked to narrative
interpretation (Yeshurun et al., 2017a, 2017b). Based on these ﬁndings,
we have previously suggested that the DMN is situated at the top of a
timescale processing hierarchy, integrating high-level information over
minutes or more (Hasson et al., 2008; Lerner et al., 2011; Hasson et al.,
2012). Other work has additionally supported a role of the DMN as a
high-level network that ﬂexibly integrates information from many
lower-level networks (Vatansever et al., 2015; Margulies et al., 2016;
Vidaurre et al., 2017). The present ﬁndings are therefore consistent with
DMN as a high-level global integrator, and additionally demonstrates
that the temporal patterns within the DMN are sensitive to idiosyncratic
differences in narrative interpretation.

4.4. Intersubject RSA
Finally, this work introduces a novel analytic method, intersubject
RSA, for measuring individual differences in neural responses using
complex, naturalistic stimuli. This method and type of stimuli can provide important insights into the shared processing of complex social information across subjects that leads to the creation of a shared reality and
facilitates social communication (Hasson et al., 2012; Hasson and Frith,
2016). Future applications of this approach could enable us to delineate
the development of high-level social cognitive abilities in the DMN
during childhood, as well as to understand the development of
cross-modal representations in the DMN. This method may also enable
the detection of abnormalities during complex naturalistic perception
and narrative interpretation relevant to psychotic disorders. For example,
previous work has shown that individuals with autism spectrum disorder
or schizophrenia show atypical interpretations of more simple
shape-based animations (Castelli et al., 2002; Salter et al., 2008; Horan
et al., 2009; Bell et al., 2010), but differences in interpretation under
naturalistic conditions have not yet been linked to individual differences
in neural responses. Finally, the intersubject RSA method may be used to
explore neural representations of individual trait differences, such as
differences in cultural background, creativity or mentalizing, or political
view.

4.2. Processing outside the DMN
We also found a signiﬁcant relationship between recall similarity and
neural similarity with regions outside of the DMN, including right posterior SMG and bilateral DLPFC centered in MFG. Both of these regions
are part of the frontoparietal control network (FPCN), which is widely
implicated in cognitive control and decision-making processes (Vincent
et al., 2008). The FPCN is highly, albeit heterogeneously, interconnected
with the DMN (Spreng et al., 2010, 2012). In particular, both SMG and
DLPFC are part of a proposed FPCN subnetwork, FPCN-A, that has been
shown to be more highly correlated with DMN in a variety of tasks
ranging from classic cognitive control tasks, resting state, social-cognitive
tasks, and movie watching (Dixon et al., 2018). Moreover, Dixon et al.
found in a meta-analysis that FPCN-A is more involved in mentalizing,
emotional processing, and complex social reasoning than other regions of
the FPCN, which is consistent with a role for SMG and DLPFC in representing idiosyncratic interpretations of an animated shapes movie.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, this work provides evidence that shared understanding
results in shared neural responses within and across forms of communication. The similarity between neural patterns elicited by similar interpretation of the same narrative communicated in different forms (shapes
versus words) demonstrates the remarkable modality invariance and
strong social nature of the default mode network. This work invokes the
role of the default mode network in representing subtle differences in
interpretation of complex narratives.

4.3. Limitations and alternate interpretations
Data sharing
In addition to high-level regions, we also found greater neural similarity in visual areas among subjects who shared interpretations than
among subjects who had did not. This difference may arise from differences in ﬁxation patterns as a function of interpretation, which would be
consistent with a study showing differences in ﬁxation patterns during
the same audiovisual movie when subjects take psychological perspectives. These researchers also observed signiﬁcant differences in neural
synchrony in early visual cortex as a result of different perspectives
(Lahnakoski et al., 2014). However, future work should use eye-tracking
during scanning in order to test this hypothesis.
Another possible contribution to neural differences among subjects
may be due to different but systematic changes in arousal or attention
that track with the stimuli in the groups. For example, we observe

Data from this study are archived at the NIMH. Code for reproducing
analyses are available at https://github.com/mlnguyen. The movie
stimulus, titled “When Heider Met Simmel,” is available for research use
by contacting the corresponding author.
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